Pet Emotional Stress & Healing Series
with Aaron & Sue Singleton

DATES: Each session in this 3-part series will be held from 1:00-1:30 p.m. EST

LOCATION: Remote/Distant Healing - Available to pet owners everywhere!

COST: $99 total, for all three sessions

REGISTER: Visit TheWayToBalance.com; Click on the Training Calendar, Register & Pay

A Unique & Powerful Pet Emotional Healing Series
Our pets are very important members of our families, and not only can they develop their own emotional stress issues, they often try to “help” their human companions by taking on some of their issues and concerns.

Pet Emotional Stress Healing is beneficial in resolving a variety of concerns, including:

- Fear of loud noises (thunder, fireworks, etc.)
- Separation from owner anxiety, abandoned, pulled from litter too young
- Witnessed/experienced a traumatic event (accident, fire, near-drowning, injury, etc.)
- Death of prior owner/other pets, physical abuse, hit by a car, attacked by other animals
- Exhibits aggressive behaviors around people or animals, including fear-based aggression

What’s Included:
This 3-part series will benefit and enhance your pet’s emotional health through these healing techniques, administered by Sue and Aaron Singleton:

- Re-set the amygdala gland - helps normalize and eliminate the “fight or flight” response
- Activate the pineal gland - assists with brain neuro-chemicals as well as spiritual connection
- Re-set internal electro-magnetic grid - repairs and optimizes the internal energy system, and aligns it with the Earth’s electro-magnetic grid
- Release emotional shock - from being frightened, injured, or witnessing a traumatic event; helps to calm the nervous system and eliminate the high alert response
- Release emotional trauma/patterns - release fear/anxiety/stress, anger/frustration/betrayal, sadness/grief/isolation, guilt/shame/embarrassment from their own experiences, or taken on from their owners’ patterns from the pet’s brain, muscles, tissues, bones
- Clear the Bio-Plasmic Field/Torus Field/Aura - various energy fields that may hold unresolved patterns, and which are important for integrative function within and around the body.
- Balance chakras - the energy centers within the body that correlate to the endocrine system.
- Pre-stress memory introduction - a technique to awaken a peaceful, healthy memory, prior to the stressed state.
Client Success Story:

“Before Aaron and Sue’s remote healings, Willie (11 years) was terrified of thunder. He hid in the closet, trembling and panting. He even refused to relieve himself for up to 14 hours. We tried everything to help him overcome his fear.

After three remote healing sessions with Aaron and Sue, he now stays by us with little or no trembling, sometimes needing a reassuring touch.

He can be outside during distant thunder, and he can eat and drink during a storm. He recovers much quicker; willing to go outside after the thunder subsides for about a half-hour.

Truly Aaron and Sue’s healings have allowed Willie to be more present, to let go of his fears more quickly and to weather our monsoon season with a new-found bravery. We thank you from the bottom of our hearts!”

- Barbara Madding, Prescott, AZ

This Series is Designed to Help Your Pets to Overcome Emotional Stress Patterns and to Heal

Pets grieve, become angry, frightened, and burdened with guilt, much like their owners. At times, it is obvious to owners when their loved ones are emotionally stressed. Sometimes it is not. Your pet may exhibit hyperactive or nervous behaviors, shuddering, excessive panting, startle responses with touch or with loud noises, over- eating, loss of interest in food or play, or aggressive behaviors. This series focuses on helping your pet to overcome emotional stress patterns, and to heal.

This series is open to ALL SPECIES of pets, including dogs, cats, horses, turtles, rabbits, etc. We list the dates and times for the pet owners’ information, to be aware of changes in your pet.

You may choose to be present at home with your pet during the healing sessions, but it’s not necessary. It is best if your pet is at rest during the session, if possible. It is unimportant whether the healing occurs by day, or by night when you and your pet(s) are asleep, per your time zone.

Important: Following each session, many pets are simply calm and relaxed. However, it is not unusual for a pet to tremble, shake or twitch, or to seem fidgety after one or more of the sessions. This is temporary, and your pet’s way of processing the session. When this occurs, it usually lasts about 15-20 minutes. There is no need for concern; simply allow your pet some space to process the healing without emotional triggers coming from you.